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2014 Interim Eligibility Guidance Quick Reference Sheet
This quick reference sheet provides a summary of the attached guidance document entitled 2014 Interim
Guidance on Patent Subject Matter Eligibility (Interim Eligibility Guidance). As explained in detail in the Interim
Eligibility Guidance, the attached flowchart illustrates the subject matter eligibility analysis for all claims (i.e.,
machine, composition of matter, manufacture and process claims). This analysis is to be used during examination
for evaluating whether a claim is drawn to patent-eligible subject matter.
Step 1 is represented in diamond (1), and determines whether the claim is directed to a process, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter. This step has not changed and is explained in MPEP 2106(I). If the claim
is not directed to one of these statutory categories, reject the claim under 35 U.S.C. § 101 as being drawn to nonstatutory subject matter, using revised form paragraphs 7.05 and 7.05.01, and continue examination for
patentability. If the claim is directed to a statutory category, proceed to Step 2.
Step 2 is the two-part analysis from Alice Corp. (also called the Mayo test) for claims directed to laws of nature,
natural phenomena, and abstract ideas (the judicially recognized exceptions). This step is represented in diamonds
(2A) and (2B) and is the subject of the Interim Eligibility Guidance.
In Step 2A, determine whether the claim is directed to a law of nature, a natural phenomenon, or an abstract idea
(judicial exceptions). If no, the claim is eligible and examination should continue for patentability. If yes, proceed
to Step 2B to analyze whether the claim as a whole amounts to significantly more than the exception.


“Directed to” means the exception is recited in the claim, i.e., the claim sets forth or describes the
exception. See Part I.A.1 of the Interim Eligibility Guidance.



If the claim when viewed as a whole clearly does not seek to “tie up” any judicial exception, use the
“streamlined analysis” discussed in Part I.B.3 of the Interim Eligibility Guidance.



Examples of the types of concepts that the courts have found to be laws of nature, natural phenomena, or
abstract ideas are provided in Parts I.A.2 and IV of the Interim Eligibility Guidance.



If the claim recites a nature-based product limitation, the markedly different characteristics analysis is
used to evaluate whether the claim is directed to a “product of nature” that falls under the law of nature
and natural phenomenon exceptions. To determine whether the markedly different characteristics analysis
is needed, and how to perform this analysis, see Part I.A.3 of the Interim Eligibility Guidance.

In Step 2B, determine whether any element, or combination of elements, in the claim is sufficient to ensure that
the claim as a whole amounts to significantly more than the judicial exception. If no, the claim is ineligible, and
should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 101 as being drawn to ineligible subject matter, using form paragraphs 7.05
[revised] and 7.05.015 [new]. If yes, the claim is eligible. In either case, examination should continue for
patentability.


The additional elements should be considered both individually and as an ordered combination.
Individual elements when viewed on their own may not appear to add significantly more, but when
viewed in combination may amount to significantly more than the exception.



The Supreme Court has identified a number of considerations for determining whether a claim with
additional elements amounts to significantly more than the judicial exception itself. Examples of these
considerations, and how they are applied, are provided in Parts I.B.1 and III of the Interim Eligibility
Guidance.



Consider each claim separately based on the particular elements recited therein – claims do not
automatically rise or fall with similar claims in an application.



If a claim is directed to a plurality of exceptions, conduct the eligibility analysis for one of the exceptions.
Additional elements that satisfy Step 2B for one exception will likely satisfy Step 2B for all exceptions in
a claim. On the other hand, if the claim fails under Step 2B for one exception, the claim is ineligible, and
no further eligibility analysis is needed.
1
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DecisionsHoldingClaimsEligible

ClaimseligibleinStep2A
Claimisnotdirected
toalawofnature or
naturalphenomenon

Claimisnotdirectedto
anabstractidea

DDRHoldings
(matchingwebsite
“lookandfeel”)
seeExample2
Enfish
(selfͲreferentialdata
table)
seeMay19,2016Memo
McRO
(rulesforlipsyncand
facialexpression
animation)
seeNov2016Memo

EibelProcess
(gravityͲfedpaper
machine)
seeExample32

ThalesVisionix
(usingsensorstomore
efficientlytrackanobject
onamovingplatform)

Claimisnotdirectedto
aproductofnature
(becausetheclaimed
natureͲbasedproducthas
markedlydifferent
characteristics)

Chakrabarty
(geneticallymodified
bacterium)
seeExample13(NBPͲ5)

RapidLit.Mgmt.v.
CellzDirect
(methodof
cryopreservinglivercells)
seeJuly14,2016Memo

TradingTech.v.CQG†
(GUIthatpreventsorder
entryatachangedprice)

Tilghman
(methodofhydrolyzing
fat)
seeExample33

Myriad
(cDNAwithmodified
nucleotidesequence)
seeExample15(NBPͲ7)

ClaimseligibleinStep2B
(claimasawholeamountstosignificantlymorethantherecitedjudicialexception,
i.e.,theclaimrecitesaninventiveconcept)

Abele
(tomographicscanning)

Classen
(processingdataabout
vaccinationschedules&then
vaccinating)

MyriadCAFC
(screeningmethodusing
transformedcells)

Amdocs
(fieldenhancementin
distributednetwork)

Diehr
(rubbermanufacturing)
seeExample25

RCT
(digitalimageprocessing)
seeExample3

BASCOM
(filteringInternetcontent)
seeNov2016Memo&
Example34

MackayRadio
(antenna)

SiRFTech
(GPSsystem)
seeExample4
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IdentifyingAbstractIdeas
“AnIdea‘OfItself’”
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Anonymousloanshopping(Mortgage
Grader)
Assigninghairdesignstobalanceheadshape
(Brown)†
Collectingandanalyzinginformationtodetect
misuseandnotifyingauserwhenmisuseis
detected(FairWarning)
Collectingandcomparingknowninformation
(Classen)
Collecting,displaying,andmanipulatingdata
(Int.Venturesv.CapOneFinancial)
Collectinginformation,analyzingit,and
displayingcertainresultsofthecollectionand
analysis(ElectricPowerGroup;WestView†)
Comparingdatatodeterminearisklevel
(PerkinͲElmer)†
Comparinginformationregardingasampleor
testsubjecttoacontrolortargetdata
(Ambry/MyriadCAFC)
Comparingnewandstoredinformationand
usingrulestoidentifyoptions(Smartgene)†
Datarecognitionandstorage(Content
Extraction)
DeliveringuserͲselectedmediacontentto
portabledevices(AffinityLabsv.
Amazon.com)
Determiningaprice,usingorganizationaland
productgrouphierarchies(Versata)

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Diagnosinganabnormalconditionby
performingclinicaltestsandthinkingabout
theresults(Grams)
Displayinganadvertisementinexchangefor
accesstocopyrightedmedia(Ultramercial)
Gatheringfinancialinformationofpotential
borrowers(Clarilogic)†
Generatingasecondmenufromafirstmenu
andsendingthesecondmenutoanother
location(Ameranth)
Mentalprocessforlogiccircuitdesign
(Synopsys)
Migrationortransitioningofsettings
(Tranxition)†
Obtainingandcomparingintangibledata
(CyberSource)
Organizingandmanipulatinginformation
throughmathematicalcorrelations(Digitech)
ProvidingoutͲofͲregionaccesstoregional
broadcastcontent(AffinityLabs.v.DirecTV)
RemotelyaccessingandretrievinguserͲ
specifiedinformation(Int.Venturesv.Erie
Indemnity‘002patent)
Retaininginformationinnavigationofonline
forms(InternetPatents)
Storing,gathering,andanalyzingdata(TDE
Petroleum)†
Usingcategoriestoorganize,storeand
transmitinformation(Cyberfone)†

“CertainMethodsofOrganizingHumanActivity”
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arbitration(Comiskey)
Billinginsurancecompaniesandorganizing
patienthealthinformation(Salwan)†
Budgeting(Int.Venturesv.CapOneBank ‘137
patent)
Cataloginglabordata(Shortridge)†
Classifyingandstoringdigitalimagesinan
organizedmanner(TLIComms.)
Collectinginformation,analyzingit,and
displayingcertainresultsofthecollectionand
analysis(ElectricPowerGroup)
Creatingacontractualrelationship(BuySAFE)
Creatinganindex,andusingthatindexto
searchforandretrievedata(Int.Venturesv.
ErieIndemnity‘434patent)
Filteringcontent(BASCOM)
Generatingmenusonacomputer(Ameranth)
GeneratingruleͲbasedtasksforprocessingan
insuranceclaim(Accenture)
Hedging(Bilski claims1Ͳ3&9)
Managingagameofbingo(PlanetBingo)†
Managingastablevalueprotectedlife
insurancepolicy(Bancorp)
Mentalprocessthataneurologistshould
followwhentestingapatientfornervous
systemmalfunctions(Meyer)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Mitigatingsettlementrisk(Alice)
Organizingandmanipulatinginformation
throughmathematicalcorrelations(Digitech)
Processingloaninformation(Dealertrack)
Receiving,screening,anddistributingeͲmail
(Int.Venturesv.Symantec ‘050patent)
Selectingandsortinginformationbyuser
interestorsubjectmatter(Evolutionary
Intelligence)†
Structuringasalesforceormarketing
company(Ferguson)
Tailoringcontentbasedoninformationabout
theuser(Int.Venturesv.CapOneBank‘382
patent)
TaxͲfreeinvesting(FortProperties)
Testingoperatorsofanykindofmoving
equipmentforanykindofphysicalormental
impairment(VehicleIntelligence)†
Usingadvertisingasanexchangeorcurrency
(Ultramercial)
Usinganalgorithmfordeterminingthe
optimalnumberofvisitsbyabusiness
representativetoaclient(Maucorps)
Virusscreening(Int.Venturesv.Symantec
‘610patent)

“Fundamental
EconomicPractices”
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Billinginsurance
companiesandorganizing
patienthealthinformation
(Salwan)†
Conditioningandcontrolling
accesstodatabasedonpayment
(Smartflash)†
Creatingacontractual
relationship(BuySAFE)
Hedging(Bilski claims1Ͳ3&9)
Mitigatingsettlementrisk(Alice)
Coordinatingloans
(LendingTree)†
Financialinstrumentsthatare
designedtoprotectagainstthe
riskofinvestinginfinancial
instruments(Chorna)†
OfferͲbasedpriceoptimization
(OIPTech)
Rulesforconductingawagering
game(Smith)

“MathematicalRelationships
/Formulas”
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Aformuladescribingcertain
electromagneticstandingwave
phenomena(MackayRadio)
Aformulaforcomputingan
alarmlimit(Flook)
Amathematicalformulafor
hedging(Bilskiclaims4Ͳ8,10,11)
Analgorithmforcalculating
parametersindicatingan
abnormalcondition(Grams)
Analgorithmforconverting
binarycodeddecimaltopure
binary(Benson)
Analgorithmforcalculatingand
comparingregionsinspace
(Coffelt)†
Calculatingthedifference
betweenlocalandaveragedata
values(Abele)
Managingastablevalue
protectedlifeinsurancepolicy
(Bancorp)
Organizingandmanipulating
informationthrough
mathematicalcorrelations
(Digitech)
TheArrheniusequation
(Diehr)
Usinganalgorithmfor
determiningtheoptimalnumber
ofvisitsbyabusiness
representativetoaclient
(Maucorps)
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SUBJECT MATTER ELIGIBILITY
WORKSHEET

This worksheet can be used to assist in analyzing a claim for “Subject Matter Eligibility” (SME)
under 35 U.S.C. 101 for any judicial exception (law of nature, natural phenomenon, or abstract
idea) in accordance with the 2014 Interim Eligibility Guidance. As every claim must be
examined individually based on the particular elements recited therein, a separate worksheet
should be used to analyze each claim. The use of this worksheet is optional.
For purposes of simplicity in this workshop, the questions below only refer to abstract ideas and
will be used to walk through several of the abstract ideas examples published on the website. (A
blank generic worksheet is available on the training website.) It is suggested that the worksheet
be used with the 2014 Interim Eligibility Guidance Quick Reference Sheet, which includes an
overview of the analysis, along with the flowchart and form paragraphs referenced herein.
Worksheet Summary: Section I is designed to address the first activity in examination, which is
to determine what applicant invented and to construe the claim in accordance with its broadest
reasonable interpretation (BRI). Next, referring to the eligibility flowchart reproduced in the
Quick Reference Sheet, Section II addresses Step 1 regarding the four statutory categories of
invention. Section III addresses Step 2A by determining whether the claim is directed to an
abstract idea. Section IV addresses Step 2B by identifying additional elements to determine if
the claim amounts to significantly more than an abstract idea.
Application/Example No. and claim: ___________________________________________
I. What did applicant invent?
Review the disclosure to identify what applicant considers as the invention. (MPEP 2103(I))
Applicant invented:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Establish the broadest reasonable interpretation (BRI) of the claim.
II. Does the claimed invention fall within one of the four statutory categories of invention
(process, machine, manufacture or composition of matter) (Step 1)?
Choose A or B:
A. Yes, the claimed invention is a ___________________________________________.
Continue with the SME analysis.
B. No, the claimed invention is not one of the four statutory categories. Make a rejection of
the claim as being drawn to non-statutory subject matter. Use Form Paragraphs 7.05 and
7.05.01 available in Custom OACs.
If the claim could be amended to fall within one of the statutory categories, it is
recommended to continue with the SME analysis under that assumption. Make the
1
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SUBJECT MATTER ELIGIBILITY
WORKSHEET
assumption clear in the record if a rejection is ultimately made under Step 2, and consider
suggesting a potential amendment to applicant that would result in the claim being drawn
to a statutory category.
If no amendment is possible, conclude the SME analysis and continue with examination
under each of the other patentability requirements.
III. Is the claim directed to an abstract idea (Step 2A)?
Courts have found certain concepts to be “abstract ideas”, for example fundamental
economic practices, certain methods of organizing human activity, ideas themselves
(standing alone), or mathematical relationships/formulae. Assistance in identifying such
abstract ideas can be obtained by referring to the case law chart available on the website and
the court case discussions in the 2014 Interim Eligibility Guidance. A claim is “directed” to
an abstract idea when the abstract idea is recited (i.e., set forth or described) in the claim.
Choose A, B, or C:
A. No, the claim does not recite a concept that is similar to those found by the courts to be
abstract. Conclude SME analysis and continue with examination under each of the other
patentability requirements. If needed, the record can be clarified by providing remarks in
the Office action regarding interpretation of the claim (for example: the broadest
reasonable interpretation of the claim is not directed to an abstract idea.)
B. Yes, but the streamlined analysis is appropriate as the eligibility is self-evident, and a full
eligibility analysis is not needed. Applicant’s claimed invention, explained in Section I
above, is not focused on the abstract idea, and the claim clearly does not attempt to tie up
an abstract idea such that others cannot practice it. (Refer to the February 2015 Training
Slides for information and examples of a streamlined analysis.) Conclude SME analysis
and continue with examination under each of the other patentability requirements.
C. Yes, identify the limitation(s) in the claim that recite(s) the abstract idea and explain why
the recited subject matter is an abstract idea. After identifying the abstract idea, continue
with SME analysis.
The limitation(s) in the claim that set(s) forth or describe(s) the abstract idea is (are):
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
The reason(s) that the limitation(s) are considered an abstract idea is (are):
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2
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SUBJECT MATTER ELIGIBILITY
WORKSHEET
IV. Does the claim as a whole amount to significantly more than the abstract idea (Step 2B)?
A. Are there any additional elements (features/limitations/step) recited in the claim beyond
the abstract idea identified above?
Choose 1 or 2:
1. No, there are no other elements in the claim in addition to the abstract idea.
Conclude SME analysis by making a § 101 rejection and continue with examination
under each of the other patentability requirements. Use Form Paragraphs 7.05 and
7.05.015 available in Custom OACs.
Are there elements in the disclosure that could be added to the claim that may make it
eligible? Identify those elements and consider suggesting them to applicant:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. Yes, the claim elements (features/limitations/steps) in addition to the abstract idea
are:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Continue with the SME analysis.
B. Evaluate the significance of the additional elements. Identifying additional elements and
evaluating their significance involves the search for an “inventive concept” in the claim.
It can be helpful to keep in mind what applicant invented (identified in Section I above)
and how that relates to the additional elements to evaluate their significance.
Consider all of the identified additional elements individually and in combination to
determine whether the claim as a whole amounts to significantly more than the abstract
idea identified above. Reasons supporting the significance of the additional elements can
include one or more of the following:
x

improves another technology or technical field

x

improves the functioning of a computer itself

x

applies the abstract idea with, or by use of, a particular machine
o not a generic computer performing generic computer functions
o not adding the words “apply it” or words equivalent to “apply the abstract idea”
o not mere instructions to implement an abstract idea on a computer

x

effects a transformation or reduction of a particular article to a different state or thing
3
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SUBJECT MATTER ELIGIBILITY
WORKSHEET
x

adds a specific limitation other than what is well-understood, routine and
conventional in the field
o not appending well-understood, routine, and conventional activities previously
known to the industry, specified at a high level of generality
o not a generic computer performing generic computer functions

x

adds unconventional steps that confine the claim to a particular useful application
o not adding insignificant extrasolution activity, such as mere data gathering

x

adds meaningful limitations that amount to more than generally linking the use of the
abstract idea to a particular technological environment

Complete (1) or (2) below:
1. Yes, the additional elements, taken individually or as a combination, result in the
claim amounting to significantly more than the abstract idea because
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
If any elements, individually or as a combination, amount to the claim reciting
significantly more than the abstract idea, conclude SME analysis and continue with
examination under each of the other patentability requirements. If needed, the record can
be clarified by providing remarks in the Office action regarding interpretation of the
claim (for example: the claim recites the abstract idea of “x”, but amounts to significantly
more than the idea itself with the additional element “y” because “abc”.)
2. No, the additional elements, taken individually and as a combination, do not result in
the claim amounting to significantly more than the abstract idea because
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
If no elements, taken individually and as a combination, amount to the claim reciting
significantly more than the abstract idea, conclude the SME analysis by making a § 101
rejection and continue with examination under each of the other patentability
requirements. Use Form Paragraphs 7.05 and 7.05.015 available in Custom OACs.

4
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SUBJECT MATTER ELIGIBILITY
WORKSHEET
Are there elements in the disclosure that could be added to the claim that may make it
eligible? Identify those elements and consider suggesting them to applicant:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Sample Rejection:
Use Form Paragraphs 7.05 and 7.05.015
Claim __ is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is directed to a judicial
exception (i.e., a law of nature, a natural phenomenon, or an abstract idea) without significantly
more. Claim __ is directed to
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The claim does not include additional elements that are sufficient to amount to significantly more
than the judicial exception because
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

5
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SPECIFICATION

Verifying a Bank Customer’s Identity to Permit an ATM Transaction
The following fact pattern and claims are hypothetical. Assume that the claims are presented in a recently
filed application that is under examination and thus each claim is given its broadest reasonable
interpretation in view of the specification as it would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. In
this example, the terms in the claim are given their plain meaning in the art because no special definitions
have been set forth in the specification. An abbreviated version of the hypothetical specification is provided
below.

Background
Financial institutions routinely provide automated teller machines (ATMs) for customers to conduct
banking transactions at convenient locations other than brick‐and‐mortar banks, and without the need to
interact with a bank teller. Typical ATMs include a customer interface with a keypad, function key, display,
outlet slot for statements or other information, cash dispenser slot, deposit inlet, and often a speaker to
provide customer voice guidance and a camera to monitor transactions. A reader is provided for
customers to present data bearing records, which can include data corresponding to the customer,
financial accounts, or other data, and are commonly embodied as a bank card with a magnetic strip or a
contactless card with a radio frequency identification (RFID) tag. Other input devices, such as a biometric
reader to receive customer identifying inputs such as fingerprints, iris scans, and face topography data, a
camera, or speech recognition device, used to identify a user can be provided as well. The customer
interface is coupled to a controller with a processor and memory and a network communicator to enable
communication between the controller and a financial institution to exchange information about the
transactions. To conduct a transaction, a customer typically inserts a bank card into the appropriate slot
in the ATM and inputs a personal identification number (PIN) that verifies that the user is an authorized
user for the bank account associated with the bank card. The account data is read from the card using the
reader in the ATM and the PIN associated with the card. The network communicator transmits the read
data and PIN to a remote computer at the financial institution, which then transmits instructions back to
the ATM regarding authorization to carry out the requested transaction.
Due to its speed and convenience, the use of ATMs to conduct banking business has become ubiquitous,
but so have problems with theft and fraud. For example, if another person illegally or fraudulently obtains
a user’s PIN, that person can gain access to funds in the account. Another problem associated with ATMs
is “skimming” where a false card reader that appears to be a legitimate reader is affixed to an ATM to
obtain an authorized user’s account information and PIN. In skimming operations, an authorized user
unwittingly presents their bank card to the skimming device on the ATM and enters their PIN, which is
then captured and stored for subsequent fraudulent activity.
There have been various solutions attempting to reduce the instance of fraud associated with ATMs and
to improve security when verifying an authorized user. For example, some bank cards are provided with
chips that interact with a special reader to generate a unique transaction number each time a transaction
is conducted to reduce the chance that a user’s account information and PIN can be stolen for later use
(so‐called “chip and pin” cards). Bank cards have also been outfitted with RFID tags or “smart labels” (non‐
contact transponders) that allow account information to be transmitted to an ATM without inserting the
card into the machine, and thus exposing it to theft or skimming. The smart label can contain various
types of customer information, including profile data, preferences, and unique customer identification
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data. To conduct a transaction using such a contactless card, the customer brings the card into range of
an ATM reader, which uses radiofrequencies to interrogate the smart label to receive information about
the customer. The interrogation can be encrypted to provide additional security. The customer can then
start a transaction, e.g., by pressing an enter key on the ATM. While such cards can prevent fraud based
on skimming, these non‐contact cards have given rise to other security issues, such as allowing a malicious
person to obtain card information by use of an unauthorized RFID reader.
Applicant has invented a method of ensuring secure transmission of data from a card using a smart label
and encryption techniques. The invention leverages the wide‐spread use of mobile personal
communication devices (smart phones) to facilitate the secure transmission. When a customer is issued a
bank card with a smart label, the financial institution also provides a downloadable software application
to the customer to install on their mobile communication device. The software application is designed to
assist communication with a specially outfitted ATM.
The ATM in accordance with this invention includes a controller that is programmed with a time-variant
random code generator. The code generator generates a random code when activated in response to the
reader receiving data from the customer’s bank card. In other words, when the customer is within a
certain range of the ATM with their bank card, the smart label is read from the RFID reader in the ATM,
which signals the code generator to generate a time‐variant random code, which can be a plurality of
digits, numbers and/or letters. The ATM then provides the random code to the customer. In one
embodiment, the ATM provides the random code by displaying it. The customer is prompted to enter the
displayed code into their mobile device, which already has the institutional software installed. In another
embodiment, the random code is transmitted by the ATM to the customer’s mobile device, e.g., by a near‐
field communication or Bluetooth link, if the customer has installed the institutional software on their
mobile device and registered their mobile device with the institution.
The software provided by the institution generates data in response to the random code, which may be,
e.g., a customer confirmation code or an encryption that includes the code data and the card’s data. The
software then causes the mobile device to communicate the responsive data to the ATM. In one
embodiment, the mobile device displays the encrypted data as an image on its display screen. The image
can be machine readable data in the form of a bar code or an image such as a colored pattern. The
customer is prompted to allow the ATM to scan the image displayed by the mobile device. The reader of
the ATM reads the encrypted image and verifies that it is authentic by, for example, determining if it is
readable, recognizable, or properly formatted. Once verified, the processor in the ATM decrypts the data
and confirms that the decrypted code matches the random code that was generated for the current
transaction session. In another embodiment, the customer confirmation code is obtained by the ATM
(e.g., by transmission over near‐field communication or Bluetooth link), and the ATM then confirms that
the customer confirmation code matches the random code. The outcome of the comparison between the
responsive code data (e.g., the decrypted code or the customer confirmation code) and the random code
is used to control access to the keypad. In particular, if the responsive code data and the generated code
match and the elapsed time is within a certain time frame, the transaction is continued in conventional
fashion with the customer entering a PIN using the keypad. If the responsive code data and generated
code do not match or the elapsed time exceeds the time frame, a signal is sent to lock the keypad so that
any attempts at entering a PIN will be futile.

2|Page
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Applicant’s method allows the ATM to receive user card data in a more secure and efficient manner.
Customer card data entry begins before PIN entry and verification, so if the ATM user is not the authorized
customer and does not have the appropriate verification software on their mobile device, the transaction
is concluded before entry of the PIN. This method prevents skimming and other techniques to fraudulently
obtain a customer’s PIN and even theft of the card since the downloaded software can authenticate the
user and likewise authenticate the ATM before the PIN is produced.

3|Page
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Claims
1. A method of conducting a secure automated teller transaction with a financial institution by
authenticating a customer’s identity, comprising the steps of:
obtaining customer‐specific information from a bank card,
comparing, by a processor, the obtained customer‐specific information with customer
information from the financial institution to verify the customer’s identity, and
determining whether the transaction should proceed when a match from the comparison
verifies the authenticity of the customer’s identity.
2. A method of conducting a secure automated teller transaction with a financial institution by
authenticating a customer’s identity, comprising the steps of:
obtaining customer‐specific information from a bank card,
comparing, by a processor, the obtained customer‐specific information with customer
information from the financial institution to verify the customer’s identity, by
generating a random code and transmitting it to a mobile communication device that is
registered to the customer associated with the bank card,
reading, by the automated teller machine, an image from the customer’s mobile communication
device that is generated in response to receipt of the random code, wherein the image includes
encrypted code data,
decrypting the code data from the read image, and
analyzing the decrypted code data from the read image and the generated code to determine if
the decrypted code data from the read image matches the generated code data, and
determining whether the transaction should proceed when a match from the analysis verifies
the authenticity of the customer’s identity.
3. A method of conducting a secure automated teller transaction with a financial institution by
authenticating a customer’s identity, comprising the steps of:
obtaining customer‐specific information from a bank card,
comparing, by a processor, the obtained customer‐specific information with customer
information from the financial institution to verify the customer’s identity, by
generating a random code and visibly displaying it on a customer interface of the automated
teller machine,
obtaining, by the automated teller machine, a customer confirmation code from the customer’s
mobile communication device that is generated in response to the random code, and
determining whether the customer confirmation code matches the random code, and
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automatically sending a control signal to an input for the automated teller machine to provide
access to a keypad when a match from the analysis verifies the authenticity of the customer’s
identity, and to deny access to a keypad so that the transaction is terminated when the
comparison results in no match.
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